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Basic performance test
The VME-EVG-230 and VME-EVR-230RF are used for the
Event Timing System at KEK.
Their performances are studied at the laboratory.

All timing study is
performed with this setup.
Trigger

IOC
EVGs
EVRs

Output

Sampling
Oscilloscope

114.24MHz

Clock

The timing of the output TTL from
Event System is studied by using the RF
clock as reference.
From collected samples, the timing
and its jitter are statistically evaluated.

WE are satisfied with
the accuracy of output TTL timing
determined to be ~10ps.
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Timing drift problem
We found the drift of center of output timing distribution
during >1day continuous data taking.

17 hours later

41 hours later

The drift of ~30ps is observed and
this makes jitter large (>10ps).
Therefore we checked in detail.
22 hours later
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Long term stability
The timing study is carried out for 5 days continuously.

Output TTL timing, jitter, and room temperature is
measured in every one-minute.
DPO7254(oscilloscope) with equivalent time sampling.
⇒ accuracy of measurement < 1ps.
Temperature near the Event
modules is monitored by
“Thermo Reocoder TR-73U”.

Output of EVR clearly correlated
with room temperature.
Magnitude of timing
drift is determined from
slope to be 18.00±0.16ps.
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Discussions
Our conclusions
- We found the correlation
between timing of output TTL and temperature.
- Magnitude is 18ps/degree.
- This effect is dominant when we consider accuracy of output TTL.
- The Event Timing System should be used with air conditioning.
- In any case, the MRF modules satisfies the accuracy of O(100)ps,
which is required to our Event Timing System at KEK.
- We guess this effect will be one of main concerns
when we develop more accurate (<1ps) timing modules.

We would like to discuss with MRF and other institutes
which part of Event Timing System causes
whether some other institutes have solved/managed this effect.
whether this effect can be fixed in the future products.
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Event Timing System at SuperKEKB
Main Trigger Station

The Event Timing System is
configured mainly with ...
- VME-EVG-230
- VME-EVR-230RF

TTL

Main Rings

EVG

Damping Ring

Event in 50Hz

EVO

Two layers of EVGs are configured
at Main Trigger Station.

EVR

Local devices along with Linac
beam line are controlled by EVRs.

EVE
EVG

The SINAP modules will be
installed at Damping Ring.

EVG

SINAP
module
SINAP
module

EVR
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Injection

SB_A

e− Gun
ARC

Cont-ABC
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KL_51/52
SB_1

SB_2

SB_3
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e– BT (PF: 2.5GeV, 0.2nC)
e– BT (PF-AR: 6.5GeV, 5nC)
e+ BT (SuperKEKB: 4GeV, 4nC)

e+ Target
e– BT (SuperKEKB: 7GeV, 5nC)
Cont-1

Cont-2

Cont-3

Cont-4

EVRs

Cont-5
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Software
KEKB

SuperKEKB

EVG firmware

E403

0005

EVR firmware

D507

0005

EPICS device driver

mrfioc†

mrfioc2‡

EPICS version

R3.14.9

R.3.14.12.1

†

developed by SLS/SLAC/LANL
http://epics.svn.sourceforge.net/viewvc/epics/applications/trunk/mrfEventSystem/
‡ developed by BNL/LANL
http://epics.sourceforge.net/mrfioc2/

We plan to update firmware version for coming SuperKEKB.

For the device driver, we greatly appreciate SLS/SLAC/BNL/LANL
since we rely on the their developments.
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Configuration at Damping Ring
Damping Ring
114 MHz
RF
～
50 Hz AC

EVG(MRF)

We choose the SINAP modules so
that following advantages are
utilized at Damping Ring.

EVR(MRF)

OUTPUT1

EVO(SINAP)

EVE(SINAP)

RF

～
509 MHz

EVO works as EVG (or EVR).
- Sequence RAM can be triggered by the upstream Event.
⇒ simplify the Event System configuration
- can be operated with different frequency from that of
upstream-EVG. ⇒ can be synchronized with RF clock of DR

EVE works as EVR.

OUTPUT2
for BPMs
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Current status for MRF ⇒ SINAP connection
We successfully connected VME-EVG-230 with firmware E403 and
SINAP’s EVO and performed basic study.
However, we found there are some difference in the EVG’s encoding
between firmware versions E403 and 0005.
- SINAP knows the algorithm to decode Event by experience for firmware
version of E403.
- it cannot be worked for version 0005.
- (Now that problem is solved.)
We are afraid same situations are happened
every time we upgrade the firmware.
It is helpful if the underlying common rule is made public.
And it is more desirable
if the encode/decode algorithm of Event is to be open-source.
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Direct connection to LLRF
We plan to connect VME-EVG-230 with our Low Level RF system.
- RF phase of Linac is controlled by EVG.
- Data buffer transportation mode is used in this configuration.
- R&D is on-going.

We need encoding/decoding algorithm also for development of
the new system.
We wonder if we receive any advices from MRF and other
institutes also for using data buffer transportation mode.
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Requests
We would like to collect information about
Timing drift of VME-EVG-230 and VME-EVR-230RF
Connection between VME-EVG-230 and non-MRF modules

We hope, if possible, the encoding/decoding algorithm of Event
becomes open-source.
Other general requests, integrate following functions to EVG
- Triggering sequence RAM by the upstream Event in the cascade
configuration.
- Two-layers of EVGs should be operated with different frequency
of RF clock in the cascade configuration.

We please request any comments/advices about our activities.
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Summary
We found out there is the timing drift in temperature
- when we use VME-EVG-230 and VME-EVR-230RF
- drift magnitude = 18ps/degree
- we would like to know which part of Event System causes.
We will include non-MRF modules into our Event System configuration,
so far,
- we plan to use SINAP modules
- LLRF is connected with VME-EVG-230 to receive Event directly.
We hope, if possible, the encoding/decoding algorithm of Event becomes
open-source.
Other requests, integrate following functions into EVG
- triggering sequence RAM by the upstream Event in the cascade
configuration.
- Two-layers of EVGs can be operated with different frequency of RF clock
in the cascade configuration.

